Monthly Police Report
July 2018
Auto Accidents:
7/09-A two vehicle auto accident occurred on Nassau Drive. No injuries reported and no
tow
7/26-A minor two vehicle auto accident occurred on Arleigh Road. No aided and no tow.
Aided Cases:

7/05-A pedestrian was transported to North Shore Hospital after a fall on the sidewalk
of Nassau Drive caused a laceration to the head.
7/09-A motorist traveling on East Shore Road was transported to North Shore Hospital
after his vehicle struck a utility pole and overturned, causing lacerations to the head.
7/09-A passenger in a motor vehicle traveling on East Shore Road was transported to
North Shore Hospital after the vehicle he was in struck a utility pole and overturned,
causing lacerations to the head.
7/21-A resident of Beverly Road was transported to North Shore Hospital after suffering a
possible broken ankle from a fall at home.
7/23-A resident of Bridal Path was transported to North Shore Hospital after feeling weak
and wanted to be checked out by physicians.
7/23-An intoxicated male was located on Nassau Drive and transported to North Shore
Hospital after showing signs of extreme intoxication and irrational behavior.
7/29-A resident of 1 Kensington Gate was transported to North Shore Hospital after
suffering nausea and weakness.
7/29-A resident of Arleigh Road was transported to North Shore Hospital after
complaining of feeling weak and dizzy.
7/29- A resident of East Shore Road was transported to North Shore LIJ after displaying
irrational behavior. Nassau County Ambulance assisted with transport.

Ambulance Calls:
The Vigilant Fire Company Ambulance responded to all of the above aided cases.
Alarms:
The Department responded to 9 active alarms during the month, all were found to be
false burglar alarms.
Arrests:
7/29-A subject was arrested in connection with a domestic issue. The subject was
located and arrested at scene. All paperwork was completed and subject was released to
NCPD custody for arraignment.
Assists:
Assistance was given to Great Neck Estates Police Department 37 times, and received
from Great Neck Estates Police Department 7 times.
Burglaries:
Nothing to report.
Cases:
7/11- A report for Aggravated Harassment was taken on Arleigh Road. An email which
contained personal information that would be returned if a fee was paid. No loss at this
time. Tied to ongoing scams via the internet.
7/21- A report was taken on Arleigh Road in regards to an incident involving an injury
caused by a dog. Report was taken for documentation purposes only
7/29-A case report was taken for an incident involving domestic violence. The subject
was apprehended at scene and proper protocol was followed. Subject was released into
custody of NCPD for arraignment
Fires:
7/03- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home after receiving a
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automatic smoke alarm. Upon arrival it was deemed to be unfounded. No damage.
7/11- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home after reports of a
smoking transformer. PSE&G notified and responded. No damage caused by smoke.
7/11- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home after receiving a
carbon monoxide alarm. Upon arrival it was deemed to be a faulty detector. No damage.
7/27-The Vigilant Fire company responded to an Arleigh Road home after a report of an
odor of gas. The home was checked and deemed ok by the fire department. No damage
Larcenies:
Nothing to report.
Vacant Homes:
The number of homes reported vacant during the month was 17. All were found to be
secure.
Miscellaneous:
-Assistance was given to NYPD and GNEPD for a search for a male suspect who
possibly stole or was in possession of a weapon. Subject was later apprehended in
Queens with stolen items on his person.
-A suspicious person was reportedly walking on Beverly Road. Police observed a person
matching the description of the initial call. Subject was spoken to and released from
scene. No police action.
-A lost wallet with documents and US currency was turned in to police after a pedestrian
observed it laying on the floor. All attempts to contact owner have met with negative
results.
-A report of young girls selling lemonade on North Drive without adult supervision was
reported. Police responded and spoke with guardians of the girls. All ok.
-Several residents were spoken to and made aware of the new village ordinance
regarding renting within the village.
-A disabled motorist at the corner of Arleigh Rad and East Shore Road was assisted and
the situation was corrected.
- A resident of Kensington Court was assisted after a tree limb fell through the front
window of the home. The limb was removed and a repair man was responding.
-A suspicious vehicle was located in the park after hours. The Driver was identified and
interviewed. Subject was sent on way.
-Temporary No Parking signs were deployed throughout the village in order to alleviate
possible traffic /parking conditions.
-A report for accident involving the village was taken in reference to a downed light pole
caused by a landscaping truck. All information was obtained and submitted to village hall.
-A suspicious person was observed on North Drive. Person was interviewed and
identified as the resident of the home. No police action.
-Light outages/issues were reported throughout the month to the village hall for repair.
-Assistance was given to a resident of North Drive after being locked out of the home. No
key on file. Access was gained through a rear window. No Damage.
- A resident of Arleigh Road was assisted after concerns of a failing transformer. PSE&G
notified and responding to replace faulty equipment.
-A North Drive resident reports illegal use of his electric by an unknown person. Police
responded and observed a battery and charger plugged into an outside receptacle
without permission. It was later determined that the battery belonged to the resident’s
landscaper.
-A resident of Nassau Drive was assisted after being locked out of home. Access was
gained without damage.
- A noise complaint was investigated on Nassau Drive and found to be caused by
workers at an adjoining village. The workers were spoken to and will comply.
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Equipment:
Car #657 was patrolled 637 miles. The odometer now reads 54,908 miles.
Car #658 was patrolled 1,770 miles. The odometer now reads 21,786 miles.

Summons:
Parking

Lt. Giraulo
Sgt. Costello
P.O. Fiore
P.O. Gallo
P.O. Hoehl
P.O. Kraft
Totals:

1
1
1
6
4
5
18

VTL

Other

3
8
8
9
8

1

36

1
2
1
5

Breakdown:
VTL:2 UNLICENSED OPERATION VIOLATION, 5 UNINSURED MOTORIST VIOLATIONS, 12 STOP SIGN
VIOLATIONS, 9 DISOBEY TRAFFIC CONTROL VIOLATIONS, 3 SPEEDING VIOLATIONS, 3 IMPROPER/FAULTY
EQUIPMENT VIOLATIONS, 2 OBSTRUCTING INTERSECTION VIOLATIONS
PARKING: 9 TWO HOUR PARKING VIOLATIONS, 6 NO PARKING 2-6AM, 1 PARKED ON GRASS, 1 NO
PARKING WITHIN 30’ OF STOP SIGN, 1 PARKED OVER 12” FROM CURB
APPEARANCE TICKETS: 3 DAMAGE TO VILLAGE PROPERTY VIOLATIONS, 1 GAS LEAF BLOWER
VIOLATION, 1 LANDSCAPING DURING PROHIBITED HOURS

Respectfully submitted;

Lieutenant Curt Giraulo

